Which Word

A Game of Word Associations for
The Pickle Patch Bathtub
Which word goes with bank?

- saving
- opportunity cost
- decision-making
- scarcity
• Saving goes with bank.
• Saving your money allows you to have money in the future.
• You can start saving your allowance.
Try again!
Which word goes with “problem-solving”?

- saving
- opportunity cost
- decision-making
- scarcity
Decision-making goes with problem solving.

Decision-making can help you to choose the best alternative.

You can use your decision-making skills at home and in school to help you make a good choice.
Try again!
Which word goes with “next best choice”?

- saving
- opportunity cost
- decision-making
- scarcity
- Opportunity cost goes with next best choice.
- Every decision has an opportunity cost.
- In decision-making, not all of your leftover choices are your opportunity cost. Only the next best item that you give up is your opportunity cost.
Try again!
Which word goes with **shortage**?

- saving
- opportunity cost
- decision-making
- scarcity
Scarcity goes with shortage.
When you do not have enough a certain resource, you have a scarcity situation.
We have a scarcity of oil.
Try again!
Congratulations!
Now your vocabulary won’t get you into a pickle!